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Face and voice of a person are strongly associated with each other and usually perceived 
as a single entity. Despite the natural co-occurrence of faces and voices, brain research has 
traditionally approached their perception from a unisensory perspective. This means that 
research into face perception has exclusively focused on the visual system, while research 
into voice perception has exclusively probed the auditory system. In this thesis, I suggest 
that the brain has adapted to the multisensory nature of faces and voices and that this 
adaptation is evident even when one input stream is missing, that is, when input is actually 
unisensory. Specifically, the current work investigates how the brain exploits previously 
learned voice-face associations to optimize the auditory processing of voices and vocal 
speech. Three empirical studies providing spatiotemporal brain data—via functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG)—constitute this 
thesis. All data were acquired while participants listened to auditory-only speech samples 
of previously familiarized speakers (with or without seeing the speakers’ faces). Three key 
findings demonstrate that previously learned visual speaker information support the 
auditory analysis of vocal sounds: (i) face-sensitive areas were part of the sensory network 
activated by voices, (ii) the auditory analysis of voices was temporally facilitated by learned 
facial associations and (iii) multisensory interactions between face- and voice/speech-
sensitive regions were increased. The current work challenges traditional unisensory views 
on vocal perception and rather suggests that voice and vocal speech perception profit 







Gesicht und Stimme einer Person sind stark miteinander assoziiert und werden 
normalerweise als eine Einheit wahrgenommen. Trotz des natürlichen gemeinsamen 
Auftretens von Gesichtern und Stimmen, wurden deren Wahrnehmung in den 
Neurowissenschaften traditionell aus einer unisensorischen Perspektive untersucht. Das 
heißt, dass sich Forschung zu Gesichtswahrnehmung ausschließlich auf das visuelle 
System fokusierte, während Forschung zu Stimmwahrnehmung nur das auditorische 
System untersuchte. In dieser Arbeit schlage ich vor, dass das Gehirn an die 
multisensorische Beschaffenheit von Gesichtern und Stimmen adaptiert ist, und dass diese 
Adaption sogar dann sichtbar ist, wenn nur die Stimme einer Person gehört wird, ohne 
dass das Gesicht zu sehen ist. Im Besonderen, untersucht diese Arbeit wie das Gehirn zuvor 
gelernte Gesichts-Stimmassoziationen ausnutzt um die auditorische Analyse von Stimmen 
und Sprache zu optimieren. Diese Dissertation besteht aus drei empirischen Studien, 
welche raumzeitliche Hirnaktivität mittels funktionaler Magnetresonanztomographie 
(fMRT) und Magnetoenzephalographie (MEG) liefern. Alle Daten wurden gemessen, 
während Versuchspersonen auditive Sprachbeispiele von zuvor familiarisierten Sprechern 
(mit oder ohne Gesicht des Sprechers) hörten. Drei Ergebnisse zeigen, dass zuvor gelernte 
visuelle Sprecherinformationen zur auditorischen Analyse von Stimmen beitragen: (i) 
gesichtssensible Areale waren Teil des sensorischen Netzwerks, dass durch Stimmen 
aktiviert wurde, (ii) die auditorische Verarbeitung von Stimmen war durch die gelernte 
Gesichtsinformation zeitlich faszilitiert und (iii) multisensorische Interaktionen zwischen 
gesichtsensiblen und stimm-/sprachsensiblen Arealen waren verstärkt. Die vorliegende 
Arbeit stellt den traditionellen, unisensorischen Blickwinkel auf die Wahrnehmung von 
Stimmen und Sprache in Frage und legt nahe, dass die Wahrnehmung von Stimme und 
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In our everyday life we communicate constantly. We greet our neighbor in the street, we 
talk to our friends over a coffee and we raise our eyebrows to signal a colleague how we 
feel about work. As humans, we are communication experts and the skill to recognize and 
understand others is essential for a healthy social life. 
There are many different implicit and explicit communication forms, but a lot of them, if 
not most, heavily rely on the perception of others’ faces and voices. Faces and voices both 
allow us to recognize a person, to understand speech or read emotional states. We master 
the challenge of understanding vocal and facial patterns, speech and gestures with ease 
and we start doing so from a very young age. Even before birth, we can recognize our 
mother’s voice and we start becoming sensitive to our native language s. Right after birth, 
newborns find faces more interesting than other visual objects (for review see Simion et al., 
2007) and may imitate facial gestures only minutes after birth (Meltzoff and Moore, 1977). 
Only hours after birth, newborns can discriminate their mother’s face from other faces (Sai, 
2005). The ability to read and recognize others from facial and vocal signals is not only 
found in humans, but in a wide range of species including mammals, birds and 
amphibians; for reviews see (Leopold and Rhodes, 2010; Sidtis and Kreiman, 2012). It is 
rather astonishing that even frogs can recognize their neighbor’s voice (Bee and Gerhardt, 
2002; Feng et al., 2009; Gasser et al., 2009). These findings underline the importance of face 
and voice perception, not only for our adult social life but also for our phylogenetic and 
ontological history. It is therefore not surprising that our brain has developed specialized 
sensory structures to accommodate the perception of others’ faces and voices; for a review 
see (Haxby et al., 2000; Belin et al., 2004).  
One of the most well-known brain regions is the fusiform face area (Kanwisher et al., 1997). 
This area is part of the visual pathway and has been named due its vigorous neural 
response during visual stimulation with faces. More recently, a region similarly sensitive to 
the auditory presentation of voices has been detected in the auditory pathway (Belin et al., 
2000). Probably owing to the tradition of studying the visual and auditory sensory systems 
in unisensory settings (i.e. with input from only one sensory modality), face and voice 
perception have mostly been studied in isolation from each other. Communication, 
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however, is in essence a multisensory experience. Facial and vocal characteristics are 
highly dependent on each other (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009). Vocal pitch is, for instance, 
informative about facial gender and speech sounds are highly dependent on lip-postures. 
We have a lifelong training in perceiving these audiovosial regularities and our brain 
undoubtedly exploits these learned regularities to make voice and speech perception 
more robust. For example, viewing a speaker’s facial movements improves the 
comprehension of speech (Sumby and Pollack, 1954; Grant and Seitz, 2000; Ross et al., 
2007). Also, being familiar with a person’s face helps us to identify that person from voice 
alone, for example, when we communicate via the phone (Sheffert and Olson, 2004; von 
Kriegstein et al., 2008). These findings suggest that the neural mechanisms of 
communication can, to their fullest extent, only be understood when approached from a 
multisensory perspective.   
The current thesis is based on the assumption that the audiovisual nature of 
communication signals, in other words, the usual co-occurrence of faces and voices, is 
reflected in the brain’s perceptual mechanisms during communication and that this is in 
particular the case when we are familiar with a person. This assumption will be 
investigated using the example of auditory-only voice and speech recognition. Specifically, 
this thesis is concerned with the engagement of face-sensitive brain areas during vocal (i.e. 
auditory-only) communication and how previously learned visual speaker information is 
incorporated into the auditory analysis of voice and speech. 
In the following chapter, the basic neural mechanisms of face and voice perception will be 
briefly described. Chapter 2 will introduce traditional and current models of 
communication with a particular emphasis on the recently developed audiovisual model 
of communication which was the underlying theoretical framework of this thesis. The 
empirical studies (studies 1-3) are summarized in chapter 3. The complete manuscripts of 
these studies are appended as individual chapters. 
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2 The Neural Basis of Voice, Speech and Face 
Perception 
In order to unveil the neuronal mechanisms of face and voice recognition, numerous 
studies have aimed to identify brain responses that are particularly sensitive to faces or 
voices. Mostly, studies have approached this question from a purely unisensory viewpoint 
and asked the question of where or when in the cortical hierarchy face- or voice-sensitive 
responses occur. Whereas neuropsychological lesion studies and functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies are well suited to address the question of where in the 
brain face- and voice-sensitive regions exist, electroencephalography (EEG) and 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies are informative about when face- and voice-
sensitive responses emerge. In the following sections, a short review on empirical findings 
will be given and what we know from functional imaging as well as from EEG/MEG studies 
will be summarized. The focus will be on the brain areas and brain responses most critical 
to the current thesis. In addition to general voice- and face-sensitive regions and their 
involvement in identity-processing, the following sections will also touch on brain areas 
particularly sensitive to vocal and facial speech. 
2.1 Voice and Auditory Speech Perception  
The human voice is a rich acoustic signal and a lot of research has been conducted in an 
attempt to understand how the brain extracts meaning from a vocal speech signal. Far 
fewer experiments have looked into the nature of non-linguistic voice perception 
including the perception of voice-identity. One major finding was the discovery of voice-
sensitive regions in the right superior temporal sulcus/superior temporal gyrus (STS/STG; 
(von Kriegstein et al., 2003; Formisano et al., 2008).  This is in opposition to the classic 
finding of lateralization of auditory speech-sensitive regions which are predominantly 
found in the left STS/STG. 
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2.1.1 Voice Perception–Findings from Lesions and Functional Imaging  
The first empirical evidence that voice recognition is supported by specialized brain 
regions came from early clinical studies investigating patients with right-hemispheric 
lesions in temporal and parietal areas (Van Lancker and Canter, 1982; Van Lancker and 
Kreiman, 1987; Van Lancker et al., 1989). These patients had specific difficulty in 
recognizing identity from voices despite showing normal speech comprehension and 
production abilities (Van Lancker and Canter, 1982; Lang et al., 2009). A range of fMRI 
studies confirmed the existence of voice-sensitive brain areas in human adults (Belin et al., 
2000; Belin et al., 2002; Belin and Zatorre, 2003; von Kriegstein et al., 2003; Kriegstein and 
Giraud, 2004; Andics et al., 2010) as well as in infants (Grossmann et al., 2010; Blasi et al., 
2011) and in non-human primates (Petkov et al., 2008; Perrodin et al., 2011).  
Using fMRI in the adult human brain, several voice-sensitive regions have been identified. 
These are typically found with a right-hemispheric dominance and are located, depending 
on the specific design of the study, in differing portions of the STS (Belin et al., 2000; Belin 
et al., 2002; Belin and Zatorre, 2003; von Kriegstein et al., 2003; Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004; 
Formisano et al., 2008; Andics et al., 2010). For instance, Belin et al. (2000) identified voice-
sensitive areas in bilateral STS regions (with a right hemispheric dominance) by contrasting 
human vocal sounds and non-vocal, environmental sounds. Kriegstein and Giraud (2004) 
identified several voice-sensitive areas along the right STS by selectively engaging 
participants in a voice-identification or speech-recognition task. Taken together, the 
current empirical evidence indicates the existence of at least two functionally different 
voice-sensitive regions: the right posterior and the right anterior STS. The posterior STS has 
been suggested to be more closely related to the lower-level acoustic processing of voices 
(Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004; Andics et al., 2010), while the anterior STS is specifically 
involved in voice-identity recognition (Belin and Zatorre, 2003; Kriegstein and Giraud, 
2004; Andics et al., 2010). 
2.1.2 Vocal Speech Perception–Findings from Functional Imaging 
Understanding speech entails that the brain extracts phonetic, lexical, syntactic, and 
semantic structures from the ongoing modulations of spoken speech. A substantial body 
of research has shown that the mapping of sound to meaning is supported by a wide 
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network of brain regions including auditory, motor and frontal regions see for review 
(Hickok and Poeppel, 2007).  
The speech perception network is typically strongly left-lateralized. It is, for example, a 
common finding that aphasic patients with problems in speech comprehension and 
production show lesions in the left rather than the right hemisphere. This is also confirmed 
by functional imaging studies that revealed a particular role of the left STG/STS during 
speech comprehension. The left STG/STS is, for example, more strongly engaged when 
listening to intelligible speech compared to non-intelligible acoustic control stimuli (Scott 
et al., 2000; Obleser et al., 2007; Rosen et al., 2011) or when speech recognition is 
behaviorally relevant (von Kriegstein et al., 2003). Specifically, there is evidence for an 
anterior stream along the left STG/STS (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003; Leff et al., 2008; DeWitt 
and Rauschecker, 2012) that becomes–with increasing distance to the primary auditory 
cortex–increasingly invariant to low-level acoustic properties (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003; 
Rosen et al., 2011; DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012). At the anterior tip of the left anterior 
STS, activity levels have been associated with successful speech comprehension (Davis and 
Johnsrude, 2003). Also, auditory speech comprehension has been shown to be 
compromised after transient electric stimulation of the left anterior STS (Matsumoto et al., 
2011). 
2.1.3 Voice Perception–Findings from EEG and MEG   
Concerning the timing of voice-sensitive brain responses, there is accumulating evidence 
from EEG and MEG studies that the time frame around the auditory P2/M200 component is 
particularly sensitive to vocal features (Schweinberger, 2001; Charest et al., 2009; Zaske et 
al., 2009; Altmann et al., 2010; De Lucia et al., 2010; Renvall et al., 2012; Capilla et al., 2013). 
The P2 (as referred to in EEG literature) or M200 (the magnetic analogue of the P2) is 
considered a late auditory evoked response which peaks around 200 ms peri-stimulus 
following the well known auditory N1/M100 component; see for review (Crowley and 
Colrain, 2004). Similar to 100 ms latency response (N1/M100), the 200 ms latency response 
(P2/M200) is considered to reflect the sensory encoding of the auditory stimulus (see for 
review (Martin et al., 2008). Later, but not earlier voice-sensitive responses have also been 
reported (Levy et al., 2001; Gunji et al., 2003; Levy et al., 2003).   
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Voice-sensitive responses around the time frame of the 200 ms latency component have, 
for instance, been reported when comparing human vocal with non-vocal stimuli (Charest 
et al., 2009; Capilla et al., 2013) or during voice-priming (Schweinberger, 2001). Using a 
mismatch negativity design, this time frame has also been shown to be sensitive to voice-
familiarity (Beauchemin et al., 2006). Concerning the topography of voice-sensitive 
responses, there is, so far, little consistency across studies and widely differing designs 
have resulted in differing topographical patterns; however, topographical distributions 
were typically bilateral with no apparent hemispheric bias. Knowledge about the 
underlying neural sources of these 200ms latency responses is scarce. Currently, only a few 
studies have performed source analyses, two of which have employed bottom-up designs 
that used different stimulation conditions, in particular human vocalizations and non-vocal 
sounds or animal vocalizations (De Lucia et al., 2010; Capilla et al., 2013) and one using an 
adaptation design (Renvall et al., 2012). Similar to the above mentioned fMRI studies, these 
studies identified the right STS as the underlying neural source of the voice-sensitive 
200ms latency response. The extent to which these results translate to situations that 
emphasize voice-identity perception is currently unclear (see Chapter 7 for recent progress 
on this question). 
2.2 Face Perception 
Face perception is thought to be accomplished by a distributed, bilateral neural network of 
brain regions including, but not limited to, the inferior occipital gyrus, the fusiform gyrus, 
the STS and the amygdala (see for review (Haxby et al., 2000; Ishai, 2008). The following 
sections will summarize findings with an emphasis on the fusiform face area (FFA) with 
respect to face-sensitive regions and the M170 with respect to timing. Brain areas sensitive 
to facial speech will be described shortly. 
 
2.2.1 Face Perception–Findings from Functional Imaging 
The best-known face-sensitive region is probably FFA, which is part of the visual ventral 
stream. The FFA responds vigorously to the visual presentation of human faces (see for 
review (Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) and can, using fMRI, be located by comparing the 
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blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response in the brain to faces and to other 
visual stimuli, such as objects or houses. Typically, the differential activation patterns reveal 
bilateral activity in the fusiform gyri with a stronger and more consistent pattern in the 
right hemisphere. Functionally, the FFA has been suggested to play a role in the 
perception of time-invariant facial features (Haxby et al., 2000; Ishai, 2008) such as identity 
(Sergent et al., 1992; Eger et al., 2004; Rotshtein et al., 2005). This has, for example, been 
shown by (Rotshtein et al., 2005) who used face stimuli from a morph-continuum to show 
that the FFA is more sensitive to identity changes than to physical changes.  
2.2.2 Facial Speech Perception–Findings from Functional Imaging 
The posterior STS, in contrast, is thought be involved in the perception of time-varying 
facial information such as mouth-movements (Puce et al., 1998; Pelphrey et al., 2005). The 
left posterior STS, more than the right, has in particular been implicated in the processing 
of speech-related mouth-movements (Calvert and Campbell, 2003) and the extent of 
activation in left STS/STG when viewing visual speech has been shown to predict 
individual speech-reading ability (Hall et al., 2005). 
2.2.3 Findings from EEG and MEG  
With regard to time, face-sensitive event-related responses have been found around at 
various latencies including 100ms (Liu et al., 2002), 170ms (Eimer, 2011), 250ms 
(Schweinberger et al., 2002; Schweinberger et al., 2004) and 400ms (e.g. Bentin and 
Deouell, 2000). Although the earliest face-sensitive response within the visual evoked 
responses has been revealed around the 100ms latency (Liu et al., 2002), the most 
prominent, and also best-studied face-sensitive response occurs around the 170ms 
component and has accordingly been termed the N170 (in the EEG literature, ‘N’ due to its 
negative deflection) or M170 (in MEG reports) (Bentin et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2000; for review 
see Eimer, 2011). Although the N170/M170 is also evoked by other visual objects its 
amplitude is considerably stronger for faces. The topographical distribution of the M170 is 
typically bilateral with a right-hemispheric bias and source localization results show that 
the neural origin of the M170 is located in the fusiform gyrus (Sams et al., 1997; Halgren et 
al., 2000; Deffke et al., 2007; Henson et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011). This result is also 
confirmed by an intracranial study showing that the earliest face-sensitive response in the 
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posterior and middle fusiform gyrus occurs around 110ms, followed by 170ms and 240ms 
latency responses (Barbeau et al., 2008). In the past, the N170/M170 has mostly been 
described as a category-selective response that marks the structural encoding of faces, 
preceding stages of identity recognition. However, there is now some evidence suggesting 
that the N170/M170 is sensitive to face familiarity and identity (Kloth et al., 2006; Harris and 
Aguirre, 2008; Caharel et al., 2009b; Caharel et al., 2009a). A more prominent response to 
face-identity is, however, seen in the later N250r component- an EEG response evoked by 
repetition priming (Schweinberger et al., 2002; Schweinberger et al., 2004) and during the 
N400 (Bentin and Deouell, 2000).  
2.3 Conclusion 
In summary, there is good evidence that our brain is tuned to facial and vocal 
communication signals. An overarching principle in the neural architecture supporting 
facial and vocal communication signals consists in the hemispheric dissociation of identity- 
and speech-recognition related processes; while facial and vocal identity are preferentially 
processed in the right hemisphere, speech-related aspects of face and voice are 
preferentially processed in the left. As for timing, the most dominant face- and voice-
sensitive responses have both been observed within similar time frames, around 170 and 
200ms. 
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3 Communication is Multisensory  
We mostly talk to others face-to-face. Under these natural conditions, communication is 
multisensory. However, as described in the previous sections, the perceptions of voices 
and faces have mostly been studied in isolation from each other. Models that incorporate 
the integration of auditory and visual communication signals exist (Ellis et al., 1997; Calvert, 
2001). Yet, they adhere to the traditional multisensory view (Mesulam, 1998) which 
suggests that it is only after the initial sensory processing stages of auditory and visual 
information that the two streams are integrated in heteromodal brain areas. In contrast to 
these approaches, the recently developed audiovisual model of communication presumes 
that communication is ‘truly’ multisensory (von Kriegstein et al., 2008). This model is based 
on the idea that information from face and voice is integrated via early interactions of 
presumably unisensory face- and voice-sensitive regions and that these interactions take 
place even when concurrent information about one modality is missing (von Kriegstein et 
al., 2008). The following sections will elaborate in more detail on traditional and recent 
perspectives of audiovisual communication. In section 2.1 I traditional perspectives on 
person and speech recognition will be described in brief and in section 2.2  a detailed 
account of the audiovisual model of communication will be given. Section 2.3 lists 
currently unresolved empirical questions concerning the audiovisual model that are the 
subject of this thesis.   
3.1 Traditional Models of Communication 
Traditional models of human communication assume that vocal and facial information is 
first processed independently in dedicated unisensory areas before information from both 
streams is integrated in higher-order, heteromodal brain regions. This traditional view is 
most explicitly described in the person-identity recognition model by (Ellis et al., 
1997)(Figure 3-1). 
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 Figure 3-1 The Person-Identity Recognition Model. The traditional view on multisensory person 
recognition holds that information about voice and face is, after an initial structural encoding phase, 
passed on to face- and voice-recognition units, where identity is processed separately for face and voice. 
These units feed to heteromodal person-identity nodes (PINs) that integrate person-related information 
from face and voice. There is no interaction of facial and vocal identity processing before the heteromodal 
PIN (adapted from (Ellis et al., 1997) 
Inspired by an influential face-recognition model (Bruce and Young, 1986) and empirical 
results from priming experiments, the authors postulate that the face and voice of a 
person are processed by parallel, separated information streams that culminate in so-
called person-identity nodes (PIN). According to their model, face and voice are first 
structurally encoded at modality-specific processing stages followed by a familiarity 
assessment of face and voice in face-recognition units and voice-recognition units, 
respectively. Their output is then forwarded to PINs, which constitutes the first processing 
stage where person-identity information from different modalities is integrated. These 
heteromodal PINs integrate identity information from face and voice as well as other 
person-related details like name or gait. Importantly, this model explicitly negates a 
linkage between modality-specific face- and voice-recognition units but assumes that 
vocal and facial identity information is only integrated via the heteromodal PINs.   
In contrast to person-identity recognition, models or perspectives on speech recognition 
are more implicitly grounded in empirical work. Probably owing to the complexity of 
speech, speech perception has mostly been approached from an auditory-only 
perspective and such work has been focused on disentangling phonetic, lexical and 
syntactic phenomena (see for review (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) without taking facial 
information into consideration. However, a lot of research investigating the brain 
mechanisms of multisensory integration has been conducted using speech material. 
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Common underlying assumptions about the integration of vocal and facial information 
during speech recognition can be deduced from such experiments. Indeed, some of the 
most influential multisensory studies used speech-related stimulus material and could 
thereby show that viewing of silent lip-forms leads to an activation of auditory cortices 
(Calvert et al., 1997) and visual and auditory responses showed increased response levels 
during audiovisual speech perception when compared to auditory- or visual-only speech 
(Calvert et al., 1999). The authors speculated, however, that these activations are caused by 
feedback from heteromodal brain regions, rather than by direct interactions between 
auditory and visual areas (Calvert et al., 1999). Consequently, subsequent research on 
audiovisual speech was focused on the identification of heteromodal brain regions. 
Heteromodal regions have since been identified in various brain areas including the 
posterior STS, the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the inferior parietal lobule (for review see 
(Calvert, 2001; Romanski, 2012) 
In conclusion, research on person identification and speech perception has been 
dominated by the assumptions that vocal and facial information is solely processed in 
modality-specific areas before being integrated in heteromodal brain regions.  
3.2 The Audiovisual Model of Communication 
In contrast to traditional models, the recently developed audiovisual model of 
communication assumes that the neural architecture and mechanisms supporting 
communication in humans is intricately shaped by and adapted to the audiovisual nature 
of communication signals (von Kriegstein et al., 2008)(Figure 3-2). The audiovisual model 
has been motivated by behavioral and functional imaging findings investigating speaker 
and speech recognition under auditory-only listening conditions. Behaviorally, these 
experiments have shown that prior experience with a speaker’s face—facial familiarity with 
the speaker—improves subsequent auditory-only voice and speech recognition, even 
when concurrent facial information is missing (Sheffert and Olson, 2004; von Kriegstein et 
al., 2008). On the neural level, this behavioral benefit is paralleled by and correlated to an 
increase of the BOLD signal in the task-relevant face-sensitive brain regions, in particular 
the face-identity sensitive FFA during speaker recognition and the face-movement-
sensitive left posterior STS during speech-recognition (von Kriegstein et al., 2008). Also, the 
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FFA has been shown to be functionally connected with voice-identity sensitive anterior 
STS during voice recognition (von Kriegstein et al., 2005; von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006). 
These results are astonishing given that face-sensitive regions are part of the visual 
pathway and considered to respond only to modality-specific visual input (Kanwisher and 
Yovel, 2006). Following these results, von Kriegstein et al. developed the audiovisual model 
of communication (von Kriegstein et al., 2008) within a predictive framework (Rao and 
Ballard, 1999; Friston, 2005).  
 
Figure 3-2 The audiovisual model of communication is a unified framework for person and speech 
recognition.  Visual (blue) and auditory (orange) information from face and voice is first encoded in low-
level sensory areas, before it diverges into specialized sensory areas that preferentially process identity or 
speech. Identity-specific information from face and voice is already integrated at a sensory level, in 
particular visual face-identity and auditory voice-identity sensitive areas interact with each other. In 
addition, the face-identity and voice-identity sensitive sensory areas interact with heteromodal areas 
supporting person recognition. Analogously, facial and vocal speech is integrated via interactions between 
the specialized sensory areas as well as via interactions with higher-order speech areas. The model 
assumes that the same lateral connectivity exists between the according face- and voice/speech-sensitive 
areas during auditory-only communication with familiar persons. In this case, the model predicts that 
learned facial features and dynamics of the person are ‘simulated’ to make auditory recognition more 
robust (adapted from (von Kriegstein et al., 2008).  
The core idea of the audiovisual model of communication is that facial and vocal signals 
are integrated via functional connections between the relevant unisensory regions, in 
particular between voice-identity and face-identity sensitive regions and between facial- 
and vocal-speech sensitive regions (Figure 3-2A). The model furthermore assumes that 
these functional interactions are modulated by their behavioral relevance, that is to say 
functional connectivity between voice-identity and face-identity sensitive regions is 
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increased during person recognition, while functional connections between facial-speech  
and vocal-speech sensitive regions are increased during speech recognition. Importantly, 
these functional interactions are also at work under auditory-only listening conditions, in 
particular when we are familiar with a person (Figure 3-2B). In this case, the model assumes 
that learned facial and vocal speaker dynamics can be exploited to make communication 
under auditory-only listening conditions more robust. According to the model, this is 
instantiated by a ‘simulation’ of the speaker’s face within the task-relevant face-sensitive 
regions. This way, face-sensitive regions provide the auditory sensory system with 
predictions about the incoming vocal signal leading to a facilitated auditory analysis of the 
vocal signal and to the optimized recognition of voice identity and speech.  
3.3 Open Questions Addressed in this Thesis 
The audiovisual model of communication is supported by behavioral as well as several 
functional imaging findings. However, there are several aspects which so far lack empirical 
evidence. The current thesis aims to fill in some of this missing information. The following 
sections will introduce the scientific questions addressed in this thesis and how they relate 
to the audiovisual model. Note that the empirical studies (Studies 1-3) each address one or 
more of these questions. For each question, the relevant study is referred to in bold letters. 
3.3.1 Do Face-Sensitive Regions Respond During Early Sensory Processing 
Stages of Vocal Stimuli? 
One of the most critical questions is whether the activation of face-identity sensitive 
regions during voice-recognition reflects an essential involvement in the auditory 
recognition process or whether it is merely a side effect after successful speaker 
recognition. It is, for example, conceivable that the activation of the face-sensitive regions 
reflects the listener’s mental imagery of the speaker’s face, once the voice has been 
recognized rather than an involvement of face-sensitive areas in the early sensory analysis 
of the vocal signal. One way to shed light into this question is to investigate the response 
latency of face-identity sensitive regions. Whereas an early effect (<200ms) would speak 
for an involvement during early sensory processes, a late effect (>200ms) would rather 
speak for visual imagery following speaker identification. To adjudicate between these two 
possibilities MEG data were analyzed and the response timing of face-identity sensitive 
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areas during auditory-only voice-recognition was determined. The results of this analysis 
are reported in Study 1.  
3.3.2 Is the Sensory Encoding of Voices from Facially-Familiar Speakers 
Facilitated? 
The audiovisual model postulates that face-sensitive regions provide the auditory system 
with predictions that optimize the auditory analysis of the vocal stimulus. So far, evidence 
for an optimized auditory encoding of voices existed only in the form of improved 
behavioral voice recognition accuracies (Sheffert and Olson, 2004; von Kriegstein et al., 
2008). This behavioral benefit, however, may also arise due to improved memory recall of 
face-learned voices and not due to an optimized auditory analysis of the incoming voice. 
This question is addressed in Study 1 by investigating whether there is evidence for a 
sensory facilitation mechanism in the auditory system and how it is linked to the 
behaviorally measured face-benefit. 
3.3.3 When Do the First Voice-Identity Sensitive Brain Responses Occur? 
Currently, there is little general knowledge about the timing of voice-identity sensitive 
neural responses and their dissociation from speech-related processes. These questions 
are of relevance to the audiovisual model, as they may help to establish a temporal 
framework for the neural processing of vocal sounds and their mapping to identities. To 
address these questions an MEG study optimized to disentangle voice-identity and 
speech-sensitive neural processes was done. Using source-localization and behavioral 
voice recognition performance data, it was possible to isolate brain regions sensitive to 
voices and assess their contribution to voice-identity recognition. These results are 
reported in Study 2. 
3.3.4 Do the Functional Connectivity Findings Found During Voice 
Recognition Generalize to Speech Recognition? 
The audiovisual model assumes that face- and voice/speech-sensitive regions engage in 
the exchange of predictions and prediction-errors during the sensory analysis of the vocal 
stimulus. An important pre-requisite for this exchange is that face- and voice/speech-
sensitive areas communicate during vocal perception, or in other words that they are 
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functionally connected. Previous functional imaging studies could show that, during voice-
identity recognition, such a functional connectivity exists between FFA and voice-identity 
sensitive STS. According to the audiovisual model, this connectivity finding should also 
translate to speech recognition where face-movement-sensitive pSTS and auditory areas 
supporting speech recognition are supposed to interact. This question is addressed in 
Study 3 by performing a functional connectivity analysis on fMRI data. 
3.3.5 Is Functional Connectivity Between Face- and Voice-Sensitive Regions 
Direct? 
The audiovisual model assumes that the functional connection between face-identity and 
voice-identity sensitive regions is direct, rather than mediated via a heteromodal brain 
region like the PIN. A general shortcoming of functional connectivity findings is that they 
cannot establish directionality. Therefore, if two regions are functionally connected this 
might either mean that the two regions share direct functional connectivity or that there is 
a third, mediating region, through which the two regions are functionally connected. One 
way of finding supporting evidence that a functional connection is direct, is by 
investigating participants with a perceptual deficit that compromises the potential 
mediating region. In order to exclude the PIN as a potential mediating region, functional 
connectivity of face-identity and voice-identity sensitive regions were compared between 
a group of participants with a face-identity recognition deficit (prosopagnosia) and a 
group of participants with normal face recognition abilities. Results are reported in Study 
3. 
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4 Summary of Empirical Studies 
4.1 Study 1 
The audiovisual model postulates that face-identity sensitive regions optimize the auditory 
sensory analysis of vocal signals. Two testable hypotheses follow from this assumption: (i) 
face-sensitive regions respond already during early sensory processing stages of facially-
familiar voices; (ii) the auditory analysis is facilitated during recognition of facially-familiar 
voices. In order to investigate these questions, an MEG experiment designed to reveal 
sensory processes during auditory-only voice-identity recognition of facially-familiar 
speakers was performed. Before MEG recording, participants were trained to recognize the 
voices of six male speakers. The crucial experimental manipulation consisted of the type of 
training: half of the speakers learned the speaker’s face in association with voice in the 
form of video-clips of the talking speakers (face-learned voices) while the other half of the 
speakers learned with a visual control stimulus in the form of an accompanying symbol 
visualizing the speaker’s occupation (occupation-learned voices). In addition, all speakers 
were learned with a name. During MEG recording, participants listened to speech samples 
from these, now familiar, speakers and performed a voice-identity recognition task. Data 
analysis was based on the comparison of event-related activity during recognition of face-
learned and occupation-learned voices. To address the first question, regarding when FFA 
responds to face-learned voices, source activity was estimated using a minimum-norm 
approach and activity in the fusiform gyrus was statistically examined. It was found that 
the posterior fusiform gyrus showed significantly increased activity to face-learned 
compared to occupation-learned voices as soon as 110ms peri-stimulus (t=2.71, df=18, 
p=0.004). To address the second question, regarding whether the auditory sensory analysis 
is facilitated for face-learned speakers, a peak latency analysis was performed on the two 
major auditory components (M100, M200). It was found that the M200 peaked 
systematically earlier for face-learned than occupation-learned voices (n=17, t=2.24, df=16, 
p=0.02), with an average latency difference of 11ms. For the M100, peak latencies did not 
differ significantly between conditions. In addition to these neural effects, a corresponding 
behavioral benefit was found: consistent with previous studies (Sheffert and Olson, 2004; 
von Kriegstein et al., 2008), participants had an average face benefit (% correct face-
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learned voices - % correct occupation-learned voices) of 3.85%. To examine whether this 
behavioral benefit is linked to the temporal facilitation of the M200, the correlation 
between individual face benefits and M200 peak latency differences was additionally 
investigated. This analysis revealed that participants who profited most from face-voice 
training, showed stronger M200 facilitation (i.e. faster peak latencies to face-learned 
compared to occupation-learned voices; multiple regression: n=17, t=-2.58, df=14, 
p=0.011). Together, these results show that familiarity with a speaker’s face alters the 
sensory processing of vocal sounds. Within the framework of the audiovisual model, they 
clarify two central questions: (i) face-sensitive areas respond during sensory encoding 
stages of voices, which strongly suggests that they are actively involved in the auditory 
analysis rather than being a side effect of successful person recognition; and (ii) the 
activation of face-identity sensitive regions is followed by a temporal facilitation of the 
auditory analysis indicating that the available visual information about the speaker 
optimizes the auditory analysis of the vocal sound.   
4.2 Study 2 
In line with other voice perception models (Belin et al., 2004), the audiovisual model 
assumes that voice-identity and speech are processed along partially different neural 
pathways. In contrast to speech-sensitive regions that have been shown to be pre-
dominantly located in the left hemisphere, voice-sensitive regions have been primarily 
found in the right hemisphere. In particular, the right anterior STS has proven to be 
sensitive to voice identities. However, its behavioral relevance for voice-identity 
recognition has not yet been established. Here, two, so far unresolved, questions were 
addressed relating to voice-identity perception; (i) when and where does the neural 
processing of voice- and speech-specific information dissociate? And, (ii) what is the role of 
right anterior STS during voice-identity processing? To investigate these questions, MEG 
was utilized together with behaviorally assessed voice-recognition performance data. 
Participants were first familiarized with the voices and names of six male speakers. During 
MEG recording, participants listened to speech samples from the familiarized speakers and 
performed either a voice-identity or speech recognition task. In order to disentangle voice-
identity related processes from speech perception, data analysis was based on the 
comparison of neural activity between the two tasks (i.e. voice task – speech task).  The 
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timing of task-related neural activity modulations was first determined on the sensory-
level using cluster-permutation statistics. Source analysis was performed to determine the 
involvement of the right and left STS during both tasks. At the sensory-level, It was found 
that voice- and speech-sensitive neural processes diverged around the 200ms latency ( 
p<0.05 for two clusters). The source analysis revealed that this dissociation was due to the 
differential involvement of the right STS and left STS. Two different voice-sensitive 
responses were found along the right STS: (i) in the posterior STS, a general increase of 
source activity during the voice-identity compared to the speech-recognition was found 
(n=19, t=2.7263, df=18, p=0.0069) and (ii) in the anterior STS a correlation of task-related 
source activity and voice-recognition performance was found (n=19, r=0.6835, p=0.0013); 
participants with higher activity during the voice compared to the speech task performed 
better in the voice-recognition task. Both voice-sensitive effects occurred within the same 
200ms time frame. In contrast to the right STS, the left STS showed the reverse pattern: the 
left middle STS was significantly more activated during speech compared to voice 
recognition (t=2.3416, df=18, p=0.0155). These results suggest that voice-identity and 
speech perception diverge around the 200ms latency and that it is during this particular 
time frame that activity in the right anterior STS is crucial for successful voice recognition.   
4.3 Study 3 
The existence of functional connections between task-relevant face- and voice-sensitive 
areas is a pre-requisite of the audiovisual model. Previous research has shown that 
functional connectivity during voice-identity recognition exists between face-identity 
sensitive FFA and the voice-sensitive STS. Also, a case-study on a participants with 
prosopagnosia (i.e. a deficit recognizing person identity from faces) showed that this 
functional connectivity is not necessarily dependent on an available face-identity 
representation. This suggests that the functional connectivity between FFA and STS is 
direct, rather than being mediated by a PIN (as it is unlikely that prosopagnosics have 
visual imagery of person’s face after having identified the person from voice). Here, two 
questions related to the connectivity of the task-relevant face-sensitive and voice/speech-
sensitive regions were addressed: (i) do the connectivity findings during voice-recognition 
generalize to the speech domain, specifically, is there a functional connection between 
facial- and vocal-speech sensitive areas during speech recognition? And, (ii) Can the 
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functional connectivity findings observed in a single prosopagnosic participant be 
replicated in a group study? To answer these questions, a functional connectivity analysis 
on a previously acquired fMRI data set was performed (von Kriegstein et al., 2008). This 
data set was acquired on a group of 17 prosopagnosics and 17 normal participants. Before 
scanning, participants underwent an audiovisual training in which they learned to 
recognize six male voices. Half of the voices were learned together with the dynamic face 
of the speaker, while the other half of the voices were learned in association with a symbol 
visualizing the speaker’s occupation. During scanning, participants listened to voice 
samples and performed either a voice-recognition or speech-recognition task. In short, the 
data set was based on a 2x2x2 factorial design, with the factors learning type (voice-face 
training or occupation-face training), task (voice recognition or speech recognition) and 
group (prosopagnosics and matched typical participants). To investigate whether facial- 
and vocal-speech sensitive areas are functionally connected during speech recognition, a 
functional connectivity analysis (PPI) was performed using the face-movement-sensitive 
left posterior STS (i.e. an area involved in the recognition of facial speech) as a seed region 
and the speech-intelligible left anterior STS (i.e. an area involved in the recognition of vocal 
speech). To test whether functional connectivity was increased during speech compared 
to voice-identity recognition as well as for face-learned voices compared to occupation-
learned voices the following interaction contrast was used: ((speech task/ voice-face > 
speech task/ voice-occupation) > (voice task/ voice-face > voice task/ voice-occupation)). A 
significant functional interaction between face-movement sensitive pSTS and the speech-
intelligibility sensitive aSTS was found (p < 0.05 FWE corrected for aSTG/S), indicating that 
these two areas interacted when participants recognized speech from face-learned 
speakers. To investigate the second research question, regarding whether functional 
connectivity between FFA and voice-sensitive STS is preserved in prosopagnosia, A 
functional connectivity analysis was performed using the FFA as a seed region and voice-
sensitive right STS as a target region. To test whether functional connectivity was 
increased during voice compared to speech recognition and for face-learned voices 
compared to occupation-learned voices the following interaction contrast was used: 
((voice task/ voice-face > voice task/ voice occupation) > (speech task/ voice-face > speech 
task/ voice-occupation)). A significant functional connection between FFA and voice-
sensitive right STS was found in prosopagnosics during recognition of face-learned 
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speakers (p < 0.042 FWE corrected for the voice-sensitive right STS). This functional 
connectivity was not significantly different in prosopagnosics and controls, even at a 
lenient statistical threshold (p < 0.01, uncorrected). These two connectivity findings, 
regarding the functional connectivity between face-movement- and speech-intelligibility-
sensitive areas and between face-identity and voice-identity sensitive areas in 
prosopagnosics support and validate the audiovisual model of communication. They 
suggest that a modulation of functional connectivity between the task-relevant face- and 
voice/speech-sensitive regions is a general mechanism in operation during auditory-only 
communication. The results furthermore suggest that this connection is direct and 
occurring on a sensory level, rather than being mediated via heteromodal brain regions.  




The current work demonstrates that the brain adapts to speaker-specific regularities of 
faces and voices and exploits these to make vocal communication more robust. This is not 
only visible in an extended sensory network (i.e. the inclusion of face-sensitive areas during 
auditory-only vocal communication), but also in a change of network dynamics and an 
optimized sensory processing scheme of vocal stimuli. These findings strongly suggest 
that the way we perceive voices and speech is critically dependent on whether or not we 
are familiar with a speaker. These findings also imply that voice- and speech perception 
can be best understood when taking their natural co-occurrence with faces into account. 
5.1  Implications for the Audiovisual Model 
With respect to the audiovisual model of communication, the current work lends 
important evidence to some of its core claims. Specifically, this work shows that 
knowledge about a speaker’s face-voice dynamics lead—during subsequent auditory-only 
vocal communication—to (i) the early involvement of face-sensitive areas even before the 
speaker’s identity has been recognized, to (ii) a facilitation of the auditory analysis of the 
vocal sound and to (iii) the integration of facial information into the auditory analysis via 
functional connections between the task-relevant face- and voice/speech-sensitive 
regions.  In addition to these affirmative findings, the current work challenges the 
audiovisual model of communication in one critical aspect. The audiovisual model 
suggests that face-sensitive regions are, under auditory-only conditions, activated by 
functional connections via voice-identity sensitive regions. This scenario predicts that face-
sensitive regions become activated, together with, or shortly after the activation of voice-
identity sensitive regions. However, this prediction is not confirmed by the current 
empirical findings. While Study 1 showed that face-identity sensitive regions are activated  
roughly 100ms after voice-onset, Study 2 suggests that voice-identity sensitive areas are 
not activated before 200ms after voice-onset. There are several possibilities explaining this 
discrepancy. A likely alternative pathway might consist of the activation of face-identity 
sensitive areas by lower-level auditory cortices which are involved in the general sensory 
encoding of sounds, rather than by voice-identity sensitive regions.  
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5.2 Implications for Multisensory Brain Research 
In more general terms, the presented data is highly relevant for the understanding of the 
multisensory brain. Research into this topic has mostly been performed in settings where 
information from two senses, for example visual and auditory information, is presented 
simultaneously (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Kayser, 2010). Such research has, for 
example, shown that activity in early unisensory regions (i.e. early in the cortical hierarchy) 
can be modulated by multisensory input, that is by input from a non-preferred modality 
(Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Kayser, 2010). Recent research also suggests that within 
unisensory brain areas, the functionality of non-preferred input may consist in a facilitation 
or enhancement of the sensory processing of the (modality-)preferred stimulus (van 
Wassenhove et al., 2005; Lakatos et al., 2007; Kayser et al., 2010). Additionally, there is 
evidence that the integration of information from different modalities is, at least partially, 
instantiated by direct interactions between the involved unisensory cortices (Ghazanfar et 
al., 2005; Ghazanfar et al., 2008). The results presented in the current thesis indicate that 
these brain mechanisms, also hold under unisensory conditions given that prior 
knowledge about the missing modality is available and can be ‘filled in’. These findings 
challenge unisensory approaches to brain function and indicate that perception of 
naturally multisensory stimuli, like faces and voices, may always be multisensory. 
In conclusion,  the current thesis does not only provide relevant insight into the neural 
mechanisms of vocal communication, but also crucially adds to our understanding of how 
perceptual mechanisms are shaped by prior experience and how the brain is tuned to 
natural stimuli and their co-occurrence in the world.. 
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Appendix. List of Figures 
Figure 3-1 The Person-Identity Recognition Model. The traditional view on multisensory person 
recognition holds that information about voice and face is, after an initial structural encoding 
phase, passed on to face- and voice-recognition units, where identity is processed separately for 
face and voice. These units feed to heteromodal person-identity nodes (PINs) that integrate 
person-related information from face and voice. There is no interaction of facial and vocal 
identity processing before the heteromodal PIN (adapted from (Ellis et al., 1997) ........................10 
Figure 3-2 The audiovisual model of communication is a unified framework for person and speech 
recognition.  Visual (blue) and auditory (orange) information from face and voice is first encoded 
in low-level sensory areas, before it diverges into specialized sensory areas that preferentially 
process identity or speech. Identity-specific information from face and voice is already 
integrated at a sensory level, in particular visual face-identity and auditory voice-identity 
sensitive areas interact with each other. In addition, the face-identity and voice-identity 
sensitive sensory areas interact with heteromodal areas supporting person recognition. 
Analogously, facial and vocal speech is integrated via interactions between the specialized 
sensory areas as well as via interactions with higher-order speech areas. The model assumes that 
the same lateral connectivity exists between the according face- and voice/speech-sensitive 
areas during auditory-only communication with familiar persons. In this case, the model predicts 
that learned facial features and dynamics of the person are ‘simulated’ to make auditory 
recognition more robust (adapted from (von Kriegstein et al., 2008). .......................................... 12 
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